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Abstract: A dataset containing the experimental values of the equilibrium binding constants of
clinical drugs, and some other organic ligands with human and mammalian (predominantly bovine)
serum albumins, is assembled. The affinity of drugs to albumin governs their pharmacokinetic
properties, related to permeability through physiological barriers and distribution within the or-
ganism. The dataset contains 1755 records gathered from 346 original literature sources describing
the albumin affinity of 324 different substances. The data were extracted from both articles and
existing protein-binding databases applied strict data selection rules in order to exclude the values
influenced by the third-party compounds. The dataset provides the details on the experimental
conditions of the measurements, such as temperature; protein and ligand concentrations; buffer pH,
composition and concentration; and the method and model used for the binding constant calculations.
Analysis of the data reveals discrepancies between the values from different studies, as well as the
significant influence of the measurement method. Averaging the values from multiple independent
measurements from the dataset may help to determine the reliable values of the binding constants.
The dataset can be used as the reference dataset for the development of predictive models to calculate
binding constants, and as the choice for the experimental setup in the future albumin-binding studies.

Keywords: drug-protein interactions; serum albumin; binding constant; plasma binding; pharma-
ceuticals

1. Introduction

Serum albumin is the major transport protein in human and mammalian blood dis-
tributing various molecules within the organism. Albumin can bind substances with
different molecular size, shape and functional groups—from small organic molecules
to other proteins [1]. The processes of binding of various drugs, drug candidates, and
bioactive compounds with albumin have been studied very extensively. There are rapidly
establishing equilibria between the dissolved albumin and ligand molecules and their
complex or complexes, which can be characterized using the thermodynamic association
(Ka) or dissociation (Kd) constants. Many key drug properties, such as the physiological
barriers, permeability, distribution between organs and tissues, efficacy, and clearance are
influenced by the magnitudes of these constants [2–4].

The experimental measurements of the albumin-binding constants have been the
focus of research since 1940s [5]. A number of different measurement techniques have been
used for this purpose [6]. However, obtaining accurate values of the binding constants is
still a complicated task. The results of the measurements are heavily dependent on the mea-
surement method, conditions, and data-processing algorithm. A difference of 1–2 orders
of magnitude between the values reported in different studies is not uncommon. These
problems are linked with both the complicated mechanism of protein–ligand interactions
and the limitations of instrumental methods. Some of the possible issues are discussed in
more detail below.
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There are still no attempts to compile and critically analyze the available albumin-
binding constants even for some particular groups of chemical compounds, despite the
fact that the amount of accumulated data for human and bovine serum albumins is huge
in comparison with other proteins. We assembled a dataset of experimental values of the
binding constants of drugs and some other organic ligands used in medicinal chemistry
studies with mammalian serum albumins. The data come from two types of sources:
scientific articles manually processed by us (1237 records) and established databases con-
taining ligand–protein affinities for many different proteins, ChemBL [7] (454 records) and
BindingDB [8] (64 records). Our own literature survey primarily focused on the approved
clinical drugs for which a significant number of independent studies of albumin-binding
affinity were conducted. This may help to understand the effect of the measurement
techniques and conditions on the obtained results, exclude obviously erroneous data, and
choose the recommended values for the development of theoretical predictive models.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Definition of the Binding Constants

The simplest and most commonly used model of albumin-ligand binding is 1:1 binding.
The binding equilibrium can be characterized either with an association constant Ka or
dissociation constant Kd:

Ka =
[PL]
[P][L]

;Kd =
[P][L]
[PL]

; (1)

where [PL], [P], [L] are equilibrium concentrations of the protein–ligand complex, free
protein, and free ligand respectively. The molarity-based standard state is usually used,
which means that all the concentrations are expressed in M. In biological and medicinal
chemistry articles, the dissociation constants sometimes have an nM dimension, which
makes their numerical values larger than 1 in the majority of cases.

In fact, albumin has several binding sites [9] and is able to bind to more than one
molecule from many compounds. Despite all the binding sites being different and some
of them close to each other in terms of space, they are often described using a multiple
independent binding site model. In this model, the protein is assumed to have a number
of binding sites characterized with site-specific binding constants. For each site, these
constants do not change when any number of ligand molecules bind to the other sites.
Some of these sites can be identical. If ni is the number of the i-th type of sites having the
association constant Ki, then the average number r of the ligand molecules bound by a
single protein molecule is given by:

r = ∑
niKi[L]

1 + Ki[L]
. (2)

In experimental studies, one or two types of binding sites are usually assumed, since
fitting the obtained data with an equation containing three or more unknown constants
will produce unreliable values. For a single type of site with the association constant K, the
data can be analyzed using the Scatchard equation [10]:

r
[L]

= nK− rK, (3)

or the Klotz equation [11]:
1
r
=

1
n
+

1
nK[L]

. (4)

These equations allow for the determination of the values of n and K using linear
regression from the values of r calculated from the experimental data at known ligand
concentrations. Generally, this provides the non-integer values of n, which are given, as in
many other works. However, if the independent sites model is valid for the studied case, n
should be close to the integer values.
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2.2. Dataset Structure and Criteria of Data Selection

The literature was searched for the experimental binding constants of 85 different
clinical drugs with mammalian albumins. For each experiment with a particular ligand-
albumin system from literature, the following details were provided if possible: albumin
source organism, ligand chemical name, canonical SMILES, InChIKey, the binding constant
value (either Ka or Kd) in molarity-based scale, temperature, albumin and ligand concentra-
tions, buffer pH, composition and concentration, experimental method, model used for
the binding constant calculation, and the DOI or link to the source paper. For the results
obtained using independent binding sites model, the average number of binding sites
n was also provided. If two different types of binding sites were suggested, the second
site-specific binding constant Ka2 or Kd2 and the number of the second-type sites n2 into
separate columns were given. The values of the third and subsequent binding constants
are unreliable and were ignored. For some systems, the enthalpies of binding were deter-
mined either from the temperature dependence of the binding constant or by using direct
calorimetric measurements. Their values were also given in the respective column.

Some data sources could have been missed during the manual literature search. Thus,
the albumin-binding data available in the online ChemBL and BindingDB databases were
added. However, these databases did not provide all the details that were included
in our table, and many of the experiments reported there did not meet some of our
criteria described below. Hence, each data source cited by ChemBL and BindingDB
was independently analyzed in order to accept or reject the data and provide additional
experimental details. The online databases were not limited to clinical drugs and contain
the binding data for drug candidates, biologically active substances, or any other organic
ligands studied in the literature. They were not excluded from our consideration if they
met our criteria since they could be valuable for the further expansion of our dataset.

The criteria of data selection were based on the idea of collecting only the binding data
between albumin and ligand in solution in the absence of any other proteins or ligands.

1. All in vivo studies of plasma binding or any experiments with serum from living
organisms containing a mixture of proteins were excluded;

2. The experiments in the presence of any organic or inorganic substances (e.g., non-
alkali metal ions), other than buffer/medium components, were rejected. In particular,
the experiments involving albumin-binding site markers were excluded. It should
be understood that commonly used Sudlow I/II site markers, such as ibuprofen,
ketoprofen, or indomethacin, were in fact capable of binding with several different
sites of albumin molecules as evidenced by X-ray studies [12]. Thus, the possibility of
the selective displacement of other compounds with these markers was questionable;

3. The data for the binding of albumin with peptides and macromolecules, as well as
with noncovalently bound supramolecular associates, were not included;

4. The binding constants determined from HPLC experiments using columns with
chemically bonded protein-stationary phases, as well as measurements using albumin
immobilized on beads, were excluded. In such experiments, ligands interacted
with albumin in a different phase which may have had different binding properties
(affected by the properties of the support material and bonding density) than a
dissolved albumin molecule;

5. The results with an indirect relationship or no relationship (e.g., hypothetical or
correlation-based) with the protein–ligand binding constant in solution were ex-
cluded. An example was the measuring of the inhibition of glycation [13] or albumin
enzymatic activity by the ligands;

6. The binding/dissociation constant values were not calculated from the experimental
data if the authors of the original research did not provide them in an explicit way.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Experimental Methods

For a detailed description of the experimental methods used to study protein–ligand
binding, as well as some of their specific shortcomings and limitations, readers are referred
to a comprehensive review in [14]. General issues of the experimental studies of albumin
binding are related to the existence of a number of binding sites and the validity of a
1:1 binding assumption only in a narrow range of ligand/albumin ratios, as well as the
significant dimerization of albumin even at micromolar concentrations; the influence of
impurities (e.g., fatty acids [15]) which can compete for the binding centers of albumin; the
pH and ionic strength dependence of the binding affinity; and the low stability of albumin
solutions in ambient conditions. All of these factors cause large variations in the obtained
values from different studies, which can be seen in our dataset.

Figure 1 shows the number of studies covered by the dataset in which each experi-
mental technique was used. Fluorescence spectroscopy and particularly the measurement
of ligand-induced albumin fluorescence quenching is by far the most popular method to
determine the binding constants. However, there are numerous pitfalls of this method [16],
making some of the reported results unreliable. In addition to the binding model-related
problems, the possible sources of errors are the incomplete fluorescence quenching due to
residual fluorescence of the complex, the static quenching influence, the inner-filter effect,
and the incorrect calculation of the unbound ligand concentration. A common sign of the
problems which can be found in many papers is a heavy dependence of the results on the
excitation wavelength or on the model (e.g., Stern–Volmer, double logarithmic plot, or
Scatchard) used to calculate the binding constants. It is generally not advised to use the
double logarithmic or double reciprocal (modified Stern–Volmer) plots due to the large
errors produced by them [16]. The use of experimental data analysis software such as
STAR [17] or HYPERQUAD [18] programs may help to avoid some of the issues related to
the binding models.
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Figure 1. Experimental techniques used for the measurement of albumin-binding constants by
number of the original papers cited in the dataset in which these techniques were applied.

UV-Vis and circular dichroism spectroscopy methods are similar to fluorescence in
many aspects, but the changes in the spectra due to the binding process are often very small.
Thus, they cannot be recommended as general tools for the binding constant measurements.

One should also be careful with NMR spectroscopy-based studies that were conducted
in solutions containing up to 1 millimolar concentrations of protein and a huge (100-fold or
more, high ligand solubility is a prerequisite) excess of ligand, which results in very low
association constants and a high number of ligands bound to each protein molecule. As a
result, the obtained values could be different from the results of other methods.
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Dialysis and ultrafiltration techniques have been very popular in the past, but nowa-
days their use has declined. These methods suffer from a number of unwanted effects [19],
such as osmotic volume shifts across the dialysis membrane, nonspecific binding to the
membrane, the uneven distribution of ionic species across the membrane sides (known as
the Donnan effect), and the general production of noisy binding curves.

Isothermal titration calorimetry is presently the method of choice due to its high
sensitivity, robustness and ability to determine all the thermodynamic parameters (Gibbs
free energy, enthalpy and entropy) of binding in a single experiment. The existence of
multiple binding centers with different affinities still complicates the analysis of calorimetric
data, and various methods have been developed and integrated into the software programs
in order to analyze the multisite binding curves [20–22].

Another modern technique, surface plasmon resonance, is also extremely sensitive.
Unlike other methods, it allows for the measurement of the rate constants of the association
and dissociation of a protein–ligand complex. The ratio of these constants is equal to the
binding constant. A noteworthy drawback is the necessity to immobilize the protein or
ligand on a sensor chip. In addition, the interpretation of multisite interaction data can be
even more complicated than in other methods.

3.2. Albumin Source Organisms

Most of the data reported in the literature were obtained for human (63% of papers)
and bovine (34% of papers) serum albumins, which are readily available from commercial
sources. Other mammalian albumins were only used in a few studies (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Source organisms of albumin by the number of the original papers cited in the dataset.

The studies of species-dependent plasma binding indicated a positive correlation
of the binding affinities for many clinical drugs in humans, dogs, rats, or mice [23,24].
Slightly stronger binding to human plasma was observed: the mean difference between
the logarithms of the plasma binding constants in humans and other mammals ranged
from 0.07 (rats) to 0.18 (dogs) [23], despite some particular compounds showing a much
weaker binding to human albumins. There was also a report of the comparable binding
degrees of antibiotics to bovine and human plasma [25]. Several works cited in the present
dataset [26–33] provided the binding constants of the same compounds to bovine and
human albumins, measured at the same conditions. Binding to bovine albumins seems
to be a little stronger with the average difference between lgKa values about 0.2. Again,
some compounds demonstrated a significantly higher affinity to human than to bovine
albumin [34].
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3.3. Albumin Concentration

Albumin concentration can dramatically affect the values of the binding constants
since albumin forms dimers (and possibly higher aggregates in concentrated solutions)
which have different binding properties. At 10 mg·mL−1 (150 µM, or −lgC = 3.82), 298 K
temperature, pH 7.4, and an ionic strength 0.1 M with about 25% of bovine serum, albumin
molecules were reported to form dimers [35]. As can be seen in Figure 3, most of the
studies avoid this problem by using much lower albumin concentrations, and this is
strongly recommended.
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3.4. Buffer Composition and pH Value

The vast majority of works were performed using phosphate or Tris buffers (Figure 4)
with the pH exactly corresponding to that of human blood (7.40, Figure 5). The most
common concentrations for the buffer pair components were 50 to 100 mM. Other pH
values in the 5.8 to 8 range were usually maintained using phosphate or Tris with different
compositions. It is feared that organic buffers may interact with the binding sites of
albumin, so the use of phosphate buffer is recommended. To make the buffer isotonic to
blood, 100 or 150 mM NaCl is often added. In order to mimic the extracellular physiological
conditions more precisely, phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 10 mM Na2HPO4,
1.8 mM KH2PO4, 137 mM NaCl, and 2.7 mM KCl is used.

A few experiments involving a low pH were conducted using acetate or glycine–
HCl buffer while, for high pH values, carbonate and borate buffers were used. The pH
value can influence both protein and ligand ionization states and undoubtedly affects
the binding constant value in a ligand-dependent manner. Moreover, albumins undergo
conformational changes at a pH of <4.3, producing so-called F and E forms and at a pH of
>8 turned into the B form [36]. However, studies at such pH values are very scarce.
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cited in the dataset.
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3.5. Temperature

The largest number of measurements were completed at the standard temperature,
298 K, and the human body temperature, 310 K (Figure 6). It is quite common to measure
the binding constants at several temperatures, usually with 5 K intervals. These values can
be used to estimate the binding enthalpy using an equation:

∆H = RT2 ∂ ln Ka

∂T
(5)

but the accuracy is extremely poor. The enthalpies measured using direct calorimetric
method should always be preferable.

With the typical enthalpy of the albumin binding of a small drug molecule equal to
−20 kJ·mol−1, the temperature change from 298 to 310 K leads to a 0.14 lgKa units decrease
in the binding constant, which is small in comparison with the discrepancies between
different independent studies (see Section 3.6).
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3.6. Averaging Values over Multiple Independent Studies

There are systems for which a sufficient number of binding constant values were
obtained by independent authors. The gathered data for four commonly studied ligands:
indomethacine, phenylbutazone, quercetin, and warfarin, were examined. Only one value
from each independent study of binding with human serum albumin was taken and the
binned histograms of the logarithms of association constants were plotted. The results
plotted in Figure 7 show the existence of well-manifested maxima of distributions. The
statistical analysis was performed to obtain the average values of lgKa, their standard devi-
ations σ, and 95% confidence intervals ∆. The following results were obtained: lgKa = 5.31,
σ = 1.02, ∆ = 0.65 for indomethacine (number of independent values n = 12); lgKa = 5.46,
σ = 0.56, ∆ = 0.29 for phenylbutazone (n = 18); lgKa = 5.25, σ = 0.51, ∆ = 0.26 for quercetin
(n = 17); and lgKa = 5.27, σ = 0.20, ∆ = 0.09 for warfarin (n = 20).
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Figure 7. Distribution of the number of studies of binding with human serum albumin by the value of the obtained molarity-
based association constant for (a) indomethacine [37–47], (b) phenylbutazone [27,28,37,48–56], (c) quercetin [38,57–70],
(d) warfarin [53,56,71–83].

3.7. Factors Determining Data Variability

In order to estimate the possible influence of the quantities describing the experimental
setup (temperature, pH, and albumin concentration) on the resulting binding constants
values, the following statistical analysis was performed. For each ligand and albumin
type, the logarithms of all the reported values of the binding constants were averaged.
The deviation D(ln Ka) = ln Ka −median(ln Ka) of each measured value from the median
value for the given system was calculated excluding the values that were measured only
once. Theoretically, one could expect a linear dependence of ln Ka on 1

T since:

ln Ka =
∆S
R
− ∆H

RT
(6)

The linear correlations of ln Ka with the logarithm of albumin concentration and pH
were also likely correlations, at least for some systems. However, for the 1512 considered
experiments, the r2 values were 0.0022, 0.0023 and 0.0059 for regressions between D(ln Ka)
and ln(Calbumin), pH, and 1

T , respectively. The absence of correlations meant that the
influence of the considered factors is much lower than that of the other factors. Moreover,
the variation of pH and temperature in the experimental studies is rather small.

The method bias was assessed by the following procedure. For each of the com-
mon measurement techniques, the distribution of the reported experimental values by
their deviation from the median value for the same substance D(ln Ka), was considered
(Figure 8). The bin width was 1 ln Ka unit, for example, “1” in Figure 8 includes ln Ka
values from 0.5 to 1.5. For most of the methods, the distribution maximum is at zero and
only a small fraction of the experiments resulted in a deviation of more than 1 ln Ka units.
A notable exception is the NMR method, with a maximum at −6, which means that the
binding constants are 400 times lower than the median values. This is likely caused by
extremely large concentrations of protein and ligand used in the NMR experiments, as
mentioned above. Circular dichroism studies lead to higher constants than other methods
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(maximum at 1). The distribution of values obtained using the ultrafiltration method is
also significantly distorted to the side of stronger binding.
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Figure 8. Distributions of the number of values of the binding constants binned by their deviation D(ln Ka) from the median
binding constant for the given ligand and albumin type. A separate distribution is plotted for each common experimental
method of the binding constant measurement.

The data variability is also caused by many methodological details including those
falling beyond consideration in the original reports, as well as systematic and random
errors. Our dataset contains numerous examples where the change in the excitation
wavelength or the data analysis model in fluorescence studies causes dramatic variations
in the binding constant values, which is an obvious problem of the method.

It is also possible to show the influence of the laboratory bias which results from
the differences in experimental techniques, equipment, models, and other factors from
one lab to another. Five literature sources [26,71,84–86] were chosen from the dataset that
reported the binding constant values for several different ligands (they are hidden under
the numbers 1 to 5). The distributions of the lnKa values binned by D(ln Ka), and their
magnitude for each of the sources, are shown in Figure 9. Different studies show different
distributions of the deviation from the median ln Ka value. The values from Study 2 were
more likely to be lower than the median, Study 5 was higher than the median, while Study
3 showed a large variation of D(ln Ka) values.
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4. Conclusions

The values of albumin-ligand binding constants govern the fraction of protein-bound
drugs in blood and influence their pharmacokinetic properties, biological activity, and
toxicity. The binding data are also necessary to predict the behavior of artificial systems
using albumin as a drug carrier [87,88], and for the further development of computational
methods of drug discovery and design.

A dataset containing the literature data on the albumin-binding constants for a selec-
tion of drugs and some other ligands, was assembled. A critical analysis showed that there
is a diversity in the measurement methods, conditions, and models used in the considered
studies. The obtained values for the same system show a significant method-dependence
and variations from one study to another. Many albumin-binding studies suffer from
numerous methodological problems and limitations, and the same is true for binding
constants with many other proteins. Nevertheless, the accumulation of the data from
independent measurements helps to determine the reliable recommended values of the
constants, as it was done for many other physical quantities. The further development of
the dataset, as well as novel experimental studies of the affinity of drugs and other ligands
to albumins, are highly suggested.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/biophysica1030026/s1, Table S1: the albumin-binding constants dataset in MS Excel format.
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